## ENVISIONING THE FUTURE

### New Regional Policy: Improving Administration
- New Regional Policy: Continuity or Change?
- The Regional Budget: Spending Can’t Be Saved
- Transforming Public Administration: Initial Results and Looming Challenges
- The Future of Open Public Administration
- A New Format for EAEU Cooperation: Industrial Subcontracting and Cooperation
- A New EAEU Customs Code as an Opportunity for Improving the Investment Climate
- Managing Change: Initial Outcomes of Implementing Goal-Oriented Models in Russia’s Regions
- Russia’s Leaders: Youth or Experience
- Digitize or Die: Best Practices for Digitizing Major Businesses
- The Far East. Stage Two: Integrated Approaches to Regional Development
- Investment in Russia’s Regions: Has the Work of Management Teams Changed?
- Project Management as a Tool for Attracting Investment: Best Regional Practices
- Integrated Regional Development: Innovative Infrastructure or Bold Solutions?
- Information Technology as a Foundation for Modernizing Public Administration
- Prospects for Collaboration between Government and Business in Disaster Reduction

### A Fresh Boost for Regional Business
- Social Enterprise as a Resource in Regional Development
- Infrastructure Mortgages: Public–Private Partnership 2.0
- The Contribution of Innovative Clusters to Regional Investment Attractiveness
- Public Finance: Developing Mechanisms for Crowdfunding, Crowdinvesting, and Crowdlending
- Does Small Business Have a Place in Exports? A View from Entrepreneurs
- Business Safety Standards in Russia’s Regions (Delovaya Rossiya)
- Creating Ecosystems for Young Enterprise
- How to Raise a Unicorn: Attracting Investment to the Innovation Sector
- Russian Brands on Global Markets: A Glance into the Future
- Investment in Tourism: Attractive Segments of the Sector and Preparations for the 2018 World Cup
- Digital Energy: Challenges and Strategies
- Small and Medium-Sized Businesses in Agroindustry: How to Increase Profitability
- A New Structure for the Economy of Russia’s Regions: Where Are the Sources of Efficiency?
- Quality as the Foundation of Competitiveness
- Family Values: How Is Business Helping to Make Russian Families Richer?

### Improving Quality of Life
- Best Practices in Socioeconomic Development
- The Smart City: A New Quality of Life
- Digital Education: An Investment in the Future
- An Environmental Image of Russia’s Future: Prospects and Goals
- Healthcare in Russia’s Regions:
  - Performance Today and Goals for 2025
  - The Future of the Labour Market

### Meeting of Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev with the heads of Russia’s regions
- Meeting of Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev with business representatives

### Exhibition of Regional Investment Projects

### Young Enterprise Day

### Presentation of the Alexander Pochinok Prize to the winners of the All-Russian Contest of Regional Social Development Programmes